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ABSTRACT 
The quantum mechanical tunneling phenomenon of XY3 molecules has 
been known for long time. The inversion vibration v^  exhibits a symmetric 
double well potential with a finite barrier to allow microscopic particles to 
penetrate through. In the presence of DC fields, the inversion potential 
becomes asymmetric as a function of the DC field strength. This asymmetry 
will, in principle, serve to quench the inversion tunneling when it becomes 
significant. In this thesis, a general formulism to study the effect of electric 
fields on the dynamics of inversion tunneling will be discussed. The 
rovibrational energies, wavefunctions and rovibrational spectrum at different 
electric fields have been computed based on first principles in quantum 
mechanics. Our algorithm was also applied to NH3 and ND3. It was found 
that the presence of electric fields breaks the parity of the system and thus 
mixes the zero-field rovibrational levels. In the case of NH3, this mixing gives 
rise to forbidden transitions at field strength as low as 20 kV/cm. 
Nevertheless, it requires much higher fields to quench the tunneling motion 
due to the great zero field splitting. The work provides a model study to 
investigate the feasibility of controlling tunneling motion using external 
electric fields. 
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Pyramidal symmetric top molecules such as NH3 and isotopic species 
belong to the Csv point group. The C3 principal axis corresponds to the 
molecular z-axis as shown in Figure 1. The three vertical reflection planes 
(^u) correspond to the planes defined by the C3 axis and each of the three 
X~~Y bonds. XY3 molecules exhibit two equilibrium configurations 
inter-converted by an inversion motion (also known as，，umbrella-motion，，). 
The inversion motion can be described quantitatively by defining an 
inversion coordinate as the angle between the X~Y bond and the y-axis as 
shown in Figure 1. The inversion potential energy as a function of a is 
shown schematically in Figure 2. As shown in the figure, structure I and 
structure II are the mirror images with respect to xy plane. They transform 
to each other by inversion through a planar structure (structure III in Figure 
2). It is noted that structure I and II cannot be inter-converted by a simple 
rotation. In other words, they should be treated as different molecules. 
The equilibrium structure I corresponds to the minimum potential 
energy. As a increases with bending motion, the potential energy increases 
to the maximum when a planer structure (structure III) is reached. When 
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bending continues with increasing a，the potential energy reduces to reach 
another minimum at structure II. As a result, the potential surface appears 
as a symmetric double-well with a barrier at a = 0 
The double-well potential energy along the inversion angle is analogous 
to the potential energy surface in chemical reaction along the reaction 
coordinates. The energy barrier between two configurations acts like 
activation energy. In classical theory, the "reactant" (structure I) has to 
overcome the activation energy to pass the transition state at the top of the 
energy barrier (structure III), to turn into the "product" (structure II). In 
other words, the conversion occurs when the system acquires enough energy 
to proceed past the barrier. In quantum mechanics, however, molecules with 
energy lower than the potential barrier can undergo conversion without 
reaching the planar configuration. Due to the wave-particle duality of 
microscopic particles, molecules are allowed to penetrate through the 
potential barrier in the form of wave, to reach another side of the barrier 
without climbing up to the barrier top. The wave nature of particles allows 
them to travel through the classical forbidden regions with a negative 
classical kinetic energy (where the total energy is lower than the potential 
energy). By using a pictorial description, a “tunnel，，underneath the barrier 
seems to exist for the conversion between the equilibrium structures. This 
phenomenon is known as "tunneling effect，，. As a result of tunneling effect, 
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energy levels below the barrier split into doublets. These doublets had been 
observed in a variety of experiments. (3，39,41-47) 
The symmetric top XYs molecules considered here are non-planar, thus 
they bear a permanent dipole moment along the molecular z-axis. The 
inversion motion changes the molecules from structure I to structure II and 
thus reverses the spatial orientation of the permanent dipole moment of the 
molecule. When there is no electric field, the energies of the both structures 
are the same, thus gives the symmetric double-well surface. However, the 
presence of DC electric fields will introduce asymmetry to the potential 
energy surface due to the additional Stark energy. Since the orientations of 
the permanent of dipole moment are opposite in direction for these two 
structures, the Stark energy to these two potential wells are opposite in sign. 
Therefore, one of the well will be raised up while another one will be lowered 
to give rise to an asymmetric double-well potential surface. If the asymmetry 
is large enough, tunneling will be quenched as predicted by quantum 
mechanics. The appearance of the resulting spectrum is expected to be very 
different as a result of the mixing of zero-field rovibrational states due to the 
Stark Hamiltonian. 
During my residence as a graduate student, the effect of the DC electric 
fields to the tunneling dynamics of XY3 molecules was examined theoretically. 
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The eigenenergies of each rovibrational state under different strengths of DC 
electric fields were calculated using numerical methods. Based on these 
results, the resulting rovibrational spectrum in the presence of DC electric 
fields was also predicted. 
In this thesis, the details of our calculations will be presented. The 
quantum mechanical treatment of molecular Hamiltonian will be discussed 
in Chapter 2. In Section 2.1，the separation of the total Hamiltonian into the 
the translational motion of center of mass and the internal motion of 
electrons and nuclei under the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation will be 
outlined. The approach to solve the electronic Schrodinger equation motion 
will be discussed in Section 2.2. The procedure of separating the nuclear 
motion into the vibrational motion and the rotational motion will be 
discussed in Section 2.3. With the use of the normal coordinates assuming 
harmonic potential, vibrational Hamiltonian of polyatomic molecules can be 
solved accordingly. In Section 2.4，the quantum mechanics of rotational 
motion will be summarized. The tunneling motion will be further discussed in 
Section 2.5. 
The implementation of the theoretical basis discussed in Chapter 2 to our 
study will be presented in Chapter 3. The determination of symmetric 
double-well potential (inversion potential) using ab initio calculations will be 
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discussed in Section 3.1. The determination of vibrational eigenenergies and 
eigenfunctions using the "particle-in-a-box" basis functions will be outlined in 
Section 3.2. The construction of rovibrational states will be discussed in 
Section 3.3. The corresponding symmetry properties will also be discussed. In 
Section 3.4, the effect of DC electric fields will be studied. As shown later, the 
Stark Hamiltonian is a function of the inversion coordinates and the Euler 
a n g l e A s a result，it not only mixes the zero-field vibrational levels but also 
mixes different zero-field rotational states. Finally, the relative intensity of 
each allowed transition will be predicted by evaluating the transition dipole 
moment between the perturbed rovibrational levels as discussed in Section 
3.5. 
In Chapter 4，the results of applying our computational scheme to 
the cases of NH3 and ND3 will be illustrated. The results of potential energy 
surface calculation will be shown in Section 4.1. The zero-field vibrational 
energies and its wavefunctions will also be presented. With the 
determination of rotational levels, the corresponding spectra are shown in 
Section 4.2. The rovibrational levels and spectrum in the presence of DC 
fields are studied in Section 4.3. A brief concluding remark will be given in 
Section 4.4. 
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Figure 1 The geometry of ammonia with the coordinate system defined as 
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Figure 2 The double-well potential surfaces and the mirror images of NH3 
molecules. 
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Figure 3 The symmetric double well potential surface (red \me) aivd 
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Chapter 2 
Quantum Mechanical Background 
The application of quantum mechanics in atomic and molecular systems 
has a long history. In fact, the phenomena of atomic and molecular systems 
triggered the development of quantum mechanics in the 1920s. Molecular 
systems provide the insightful illustrations to demonstrate the theory of 
quantum mechanics such as approximation methods, theory of angular 
momentum and tunneling phenomenon. In this chapter, we will discuss the 
quantum mechanical treatment of molecular systems as well as the tunneling 
phenomenon of molecules. 
2-1 Molecular energy operator and the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
In quantum mechanics, the Hamiltonian operator for the total energy of 
a molecular system is composed of the kinetic energies of all electrons and 
nuclei, attractive potential energies between electrons and nuclei and 
repulsive energies between electrons and between nuclei. For a molecular 
system with m nuclei and n electrons, the molecular Hamiltonian H^ is 
expressed as (8) 
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a=\ ^^a 1=1 加 e '<j a<p ^ap '，《 ^ia (2.1) 
where M^ and m^  are the masses of nuclei and electrons, respectively. The 
subscripts a and p are the indices of nuclei while i and j are of electrons, 
respectively. The first and the second terms are the kinetic energies of nuclei 
and electrons, respectively. The third and forth terms are the repulsive 
potential energies between electron pairs and between nuclei, respectively. 
The last term is the potential energy due to the attraction between electrons 
and nuclei. It should be noted that all terms in Eq. 2.1 are expressed with 
respect to a reference frame static in space {i.e. the laboratory frame). The 
Schrodinger equation for the molecular system is written as 
where E, is the total energy of the system with the corresponding 
eigenfunction of the molecular system. Since the motion of electrons and 
the motion of nuclei are coupled together, the Schrodinger equation is not 
practically solvable unless the motion of particles in molecules can be 
transformed into independent parts including the translation motion of the 
whole system and the internal motion (i.e. relative motion) among particles. 
With appropriate coordinate transformation, the molecular Hamiltonian can 
be rewritten to include the terms due to translation, vibration, rotation, 
electronic motion and some relatively small coupling energy terms. (8) 
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By neglecting the coupling energy terms, the total wavefunctions i//, can 
be approximated as a product of wavefunctions due to different motions. 
The subscripts CM, e, v, r and ns denote translation motion (center of mass), 
electronic motion (including spin), vibrational motion, rotational motion and 
nuclear spin, respectively. Under this approximation, the approximate total 
energy is the sum of energies due to corresponding different motions, i.e., 
Once the wavefunctions for various motions are determined, the energy 
corrections due to the coupling terms are determined using approximation 
methods (such as perturbation or variational treatments) in quantum 
mechanics. In the following, we will outline the procedure of coordinate 
transform at ion to achieve the separation of motions. For a molecule with m 
nuclei and n electrons, there are 3(m+n) de^ees of freedom in the space-fixed 
system (X，Y，Z). The separation of the translational motion takes 3 degrees of 
freedom to describe the space coordinates of the center of mass. The other 
3(m-l) nuclear coordinates and 3n electronic coordinates are defined in the 
CM frame {X，Y,公,which is parallel to the (X, Y，Z) system with the origin at 
the center of mass. Because of the fast electronic motion compared to the slow 
nuclear motion, it is desirable to describe the 3n degrees of electronic motion 
using a coordinate system in which the nuclei are at rest. Since the 
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orientation of molecule changes with the rotation of nuclei, it is obvious that 
this reference system has to attach to the molecular axes and rotate with the 
molecule. It is also known as the molecule-fixed system, whose origin is 
defined at the center of nuclear mass. For non-linear molecules, 3 angles 
{G .x�(so-called Euler angles) are used to defined this rotating frame (x，y, z) 
with respect to the space-fixed nuclear frame (X，，Y, Z，)，so there are {3m-
coordinates to describe the vibrational motion of nuclei. For linear molecules, 
only two polar angles,州，are needed to describe the orientation of molecules, 
so there are {3m-5)degrees vibrational motions. 
After coordinate transformation using the CM frame, molecular 
Hamiltonian can be separated into translational motion of the center of mass 
(H^^) and the internal motion ( H j expressed with respect to the CM frame. 
A. /V /V 
Ht 二 Hcm + Hmt 
右 2 +2 m \72 n *2 +2 m+n 
2M 2 a=2^a /=1 2M … (2,2) 
where//cm = - — ^ c m 2M 
^ m „ +2 j-2 r^ 
The first term in Eq. 2.2 is the kinetic energy of center of mass in space-fixed 
system (X，Y, Z) whereas the second and the third terms are the kinetic 
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energy of nuclei and electrons in CM frame {X, Y, The forth term is the 
coupling energy terms and the last three terms are the potential energies 
expressed in CM frame {X，X 力.It should be noted that this procedure can be 
rigorously done without using any approximation. The Schrodinger equation 
can then be written as, 
次K 台nu VCMV^m = {^CM + E川t 
Applying the technique of separation of variables, we obtain 
^ —方2 2 — 
Hcm WCM ~ 一 ；TTT • CM ¥CM ~ E(:m WCM , � 
2M (2.3) 
， r 办 n fj2 p.2 m+n 
L 2 Ma 2M � (2.4) 
For molecules in free space, the CM motion is described by plane waves with 
continuous energy due to lacking boundary conditions. The internal motion is 
composed of electronic energy and energies due to relative motions among 
nuclei (vibration and rotation). We therefore use y/…and H^ ^ to denote 
Yht and H^ ^ respectively, from now on. The Hamiltonian for internal motion 
expressed in CM system is then written as 
m \72 n ft 2 m + n 
In order to transform H^ ^ to the molecule-fixed frame, a space-fixed 
NCM system (X，，T, Z，）has to be introduced first. Since the origin of NCM 
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frame is determined only by the nuclear coordinates, it is slightly displaced 
from the CM of the molecules. It can be shown that (8)，in the NCM frame, 
A 
H�e has the form 
- t v , .•, — T ^ ' ^ S R - 厂 - + 厂ee + 厂層 
The first two terms are the kinetic energy of electrons. The third and forth 
terms are the kinetic energy of nuclei, TV. The Hamiltonian for internal 
motion is then further transformed from NCM system to the molecule-fixed 
frame. (8) 
i Irrie ,二 
/ � ,’,=i 
A A A 二 He+HN+H， 
The first square bracket is the zeroth order electronic Hamiltonian H^  in the 
molecular-fixed system. The second square bracket is the nuclear 
Hamiltonian, TN, in the molecular-fixed system, whose form will be discussed 
A 
in Section 2.3. The last term labeled as H，will be treated as perturbation 
later. 
A 
The eigenfunctions of H^  can be obtained by solving the equation 
(2.5) 
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where y/^^(r,, R^ )are eigenfunctions with quantum number n of all electrons 
under fixed nuclear configuration. Since form a complete basis set, 
we can expand terms i.e., 
n=0 
where � and R^  represent the coordinates of electrons and nuclei. The 
； i s the mixing coefficient The Schrodinger equation can 
then be written as 
( l e 一 E^e Vr.e ( 尸 , f V - E …£ {K ^FT 人)二 0 
«=0 • 
By left-multiplying the above equation by * {r., R^ )followed by integration 
and then rearrangement of terms (8)，we can obtain 
•40) - Ke 众M I = i^N - Ke +《)+ 分M L =[应"-Er^ e + "" = ^  4^�/" (2.6； 
n^k 
where U k = sf^ + ^ )从，is the potential energy as a function of the 
nuclei configuration (R^). The term on right-hand side is expressed as 
00 00 m +2 m 
； ( 2 . 7 ) 
n右k a=2-^a ^N a,p=2 _ 
The symbol 则 denotes the integration jV?) • For non-zero A,^  , 
the solution of Xk will depend on Xn which corresponds to non-zero 
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contribution of i//(:�(r�,R�). As a result, the nuclear motion is not separable 
from the electronic motion. To make the nuclei and electronic motion 
separable, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is made to set 丸 equal to 
zero. From Eq. 2.7，the denominators of the operator involves the nuclear 
masses, which are four orders of magnitude heavier than electron masses, so 
丸 is very small especially for heavy atoms. This approximation implies that 
the potential energy surfaces (i.e.U^) do not cross each other. Therefore, this 
approximation is also known as adiabatic approximation. The crossing items 
are called "non-adiabatic coupling elements". If there is more than one 
electronic potential surfaces of the systems which are close to each other in 
energy, the value of Aj^  will be significantly deviated from zero. As a result, 
effects due to these "non-adiabatic coupling elements" cannot be neglected in 
this case. 
2.2 Electronic wavefunctions 
Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic energies and 
wavefunctions can be obtained by solving the electronic Schrodinger equation 
(Eq. 2.5). However, this equation is practically unsolvable for multi-electronic 
systems because of the mutual influence among electrons through 
electrostatic interactions. For instance, an electron will try to keep away from 
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other electrons in space to minimize the resultant repulsive energy. In order 
to solve such many-electron system, we have to rely on approximation 
methods again. The common approach to this problem is to express the 
multi-electronic wave function, ,^ which is a function of all the electronic 
and nuclear coordinates, as a product of single electronic wavefunctions, i.e., 
where each single electronic wave function depends only on the coordinates of 
one electron and the fixed nuclear configuration. This approach is known as 
"orbital approximation". Each of the one-electron wavefunctions is known as 
a "molecular orbital" (MO) or a "spinorbital", which is a product of orbital 
wavefunction and spin function. Since electrons are Fermions with spin equal 
to 1/2，the total electronic wavefunction must be antisymmetric with respect 
to the interchange of any two electronic coordinates (including spin) as 
required by the Pauli principle. This symmetry requirement of wavefunctions 
can be satisfied by using the Slater determinant, (10)，i.e. 
w � ) ( _ ) � 1)^ 0) …广 o w i ) y^Tm) 
( 。 ) _ 丄 广 ( 2 M 2 ) … � “ ⑵ • ； ^ ⑵ … A ) ^ � d ) � “ � 
^^ e I I • • 攀 * • 攀 • 
yinl ： ： ： ： •. ： ： 
2 2 
where 於“ (b) is the single electronic wavefunction (orbital) a for the electron 
b while a and p are spin functions. The Slater determinant provides the 
zeroth order wavefunction for the electronic Schrodinger equations. Under 
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the orbital approximation, one can rewrite H^  into the sum of single-electron 
energy operators (Fock operators) (10), i.e. 
；=1 
where j v ? + 
丄 CI ^ia ^ij a<p ^ a p 
A 
h^ is the Hamiltonian for electron i under the electric field produced by the 
nuclei and other electrons. The electronic Schrodinger equation can then be 
separated into n one-electron equations. The electronic repulsion energy 
A 
terms in h. couple the motion among electrons. This effect can be simplified 
by using an average electric field produced by other electrons. However, the 
determination of the average electric field for the single electron Schrodinger 
equation requires the knowledge of single electronic wavefunctions of other 
electrons. To start the calculation, some arbitrary parameterized 
wavefunctions are used to obtain the average fields. By solving a set of 
single-electron Schrodinger equations for all electrons in the molecules, a set 
of "improved" wavefunctions is obtained. This set of "improved" 
wavefunctions is used to compute the "improved" average potential energy. 
The calculations are done iteratively until the solutions are self-consistent 
and the lowest energy is obtained. This method is known as the 
"self-consistent field" theory or the Hartree-Fock theory (24). The overall 
electronic energy is then the sum of all single-electron energies. In this 
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iterative procedure, the energy is optimized by adjusting the parameters in 
the electronic wavefunctions. According to variational principle, the 
optimized energy s should assume the following relationship, 
The detailed discussions on the Hartree-Fock theory and variational method 
can be found in a number of excellent textbooks in quantum chemistry. (15， 
19，31，32) 
The HF theory, however, neglects the Columbic correlation between 
electrons in a molecular system. For instance, two electrons occupying the 
same position at the same time would result in infinite repulsive potential 
energy. In other words, the average field is insufficient to describe the 
dynamic correlation of electronic motions. Over the years, various approaches 
such as configuration interactions methods (CI) (19，20)，Moller-Plesset (MPn) 
perturbation theory (27)，coupled-cluster method and density functional 
theory have been developed to account for the effect of electronic correlation, 
The details of each approach can be found elsewhere (10) and will not be 
discussed here. 
In order to determine the results more accurately, we can, in principle, 
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increase the size of basis sets and consider higher level of electron 
correlations. As shown in Figure 4, the "true" electronic wavefunctions would 
then be determined if everything was done perfectly (which is not likely). 
However, enormous computing time will be needed for high level calculations 
even with the most advanced computers. Errors are inevitable in 
computational chemistry of electronic energies due to limited size of basis 
sets, incomplete consideration of electron correlations, neglect of relativistic 
effects, and most importantly, terms neglected under the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation. The calculation of electronic structures and energies are 
performed from the first principles by inputting only the fundamental 
physical constants without any experimental data. This approach which is 
also known as ab initio ("from the beginning" in Latin) calculations, is a 
major branch in computational chemistry. There is a number of commercially 
available software packages (such as Gaussian 98®) for ab initio calculations. 
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Figure 4 The computational approach of using ab initio calculation to 
determine electronic structure of molecules towards the levels of correlation 
and the basis sets. 
ST0-3G 4-31G 6-31G* 6-311+G 
Series I Series II Series III DZ TZP QZ2P ... . . . … = 二 e t e 
cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVQZ 
HF HF HF 
MP2 CISD CCSD 
MP3 CISDT CCSDT 
MP4 CISDTQ CCDSTQ 
MP5 CISDTQP ... 
• • • • • • ••• ••• 
FCI FCI FCI ... Exact 
Solution 
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2.3 Vibrational wavefunctions 
After separating the electronic motion from the molecular Hamiltonian, 
we proceed to separate nuclear motion into vibration and rotation. For a 
noil"linear molecule with m nuclei, there are 3m degrees of freedom of 
nuclear motion. The separation of translation of CM, however, takes three 
degrees of freedom. In other words, there is a total {3m-3) degrees of freedom 
to describe the rotational and vibrational motions. It has been shown that the 
rotation of nuclei is described by three angles, i.e. the Euler angles 0(j)x , 
which are defined according to Figure 5. As a result, there are {3m 
vibrational degrees of freedom for nonlinear molecules. Since only two polar 
angles Oij) are needed to describe the rotation of linear molecules, whose 
vibrational degrees of freedom will become iSmS). The Euler angles and 
polar angles describe the relative orientation between the rotating 
molecular-fixed coordinate system (x，y, z) and the static NCM coordinate 
system (X，，Z'). It should be noted that both coordinate systems share the 
same origin but exhibit different orientations. The vibrational motions， 
originated from the deformation of bond length and bond angle, are described 
using the molecule-fixed frame due to the fact that these parameters are 
rotating with the nuclear framework. Since vibrational motion is defined in a 
rotating frame, the Coriolis force is expected. 
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Figure 5 The Euler angles between the fixed axes system and the rotating 
axes system. 
^^ / linearfxx$«» 
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In order to minimize the Coriolis interaction, the molecule-fixed frame is 
defined using the Eckart conditions (11)，i.e. 
= 0 -仇 )二。 
a=\ a=] 
N N 
= 0 and j X ^ « ( < � - < A z J = 0 
a=l a-\ 
�a=l 1«=1 • 
Once the molecule-fixed axes are defined, the vibrational coordinates are 
expressed in terms of mass-scaled internal coordinates {i.e. mass-scaled bond 
angles and bond lengths) 
仏二 
where m. and x. represent the mass and the displacement of nucleus L The 
potential energy due to nuclear motion can be expanded in the form (8) 
T, 一 1 x- f d'V ] 
？、〜Jo . 
Since the internal coordinates are coupled to each other through the 
quadratic term in vibrational potential, a further coordinate transformation 
is needed so that the nuclear Hamiltonian can be separated into independent 
parts. The symmetry-adapted normal coordinates (Q.) are introduced so 
that all the crossing quadratic terms in Fvanish to give 
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J . 
The procedure to transform the space-fixed nuclear coordinates is 
schematically shown below. 
f Y \ f w \ 广Y � 
A o 入0 
>^ 1 Yo Yo 
Zo Zo 
Xj (p (p 
yi 0 0 
z / 
Coordinate Transformation 、 Coordinate Transformation � 八 
太 3 
Mass-scaled Normal coordinates 八 
y3 internal coordinates 
(symmetry adapted, 
e (bond lengths, bond 仏 mass-scaled) Q^ 
3 angles) ^ 
^m q 3/W-4 03m-4 
ym Q^m-5 
K^m j ) yQzm-e ) 
The detailed procedure can be found in the classic textbook by Wilson, Decius 
and Cross (11). After the coordinate transformation, the nuclear Hamiltonian 
can be expressed as (8)， 
H , = 对 ) - / / ； ) ( J, -P,)(J, - $ � - 2 > : U + 这 / a ? -答 ! > , , 
^ 丨 ‘ ^ 丨 (2.7) 
+去 + 去 + … 
“r,s’t Z斗 r,s,t,u 
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^ 1 3/W-6 f Pi V 1 1 
With < > 4 2 ： -办2 去 + � 2 ， z成 
) 
where H^ ^^  is the zeroth order nuclear Hamiltonian at equilibrium 
configuration and the remaining terms in Eq. 2.6 are treated as perturbation 
terms once the eigenfunctions of 对）are obtained. In the zeroth order 
approximation, molecular vibration is treated as harmonic oscillations in 
terms of normal coordinates and molecular rotation is treated as rigid-body 
rotation. The solutions of fl�二、have the form of 
3/W-6 
> 
due to the fact that rotation and vibration are completely separated in 应二). 
The zeroth order Schrodinger equation for vibration and rotation can be 
written as 
The zeroth order vibrational wavefunctions for each normal mode (except 
degenerate modes) are orthogonal to each other. As a result, for each normal 
mode, the zeroth order wavefunctions satisfy the Schrodinger equation of the 
form 
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-TI+全 0)〜') 二 〜〜) 
which is the equation for a harmonic oscillator of unit mass and force 
constant X.. Therefore, for rth normal mode, the energy is given by 
( n 
民，’二 1^。' + “。，i，2,... 
where the angular frequency for this mode is o). = . The harmonic 
wavefunctions are given by 
where N“ is a normalization constant and . is the Hermite polynomial 
which can be found elsewhere (12,31-32). This result gives the total 
vibrational energy of the molecule under the harmonic approximation 
3/W-6/ I \ 
五V,/ 二 
A general vibrational state is labeled as | , l>2 ,...) where the subscripts 
denote the normal mode 1，2 .... As we will see later, due to the high 
anharmonicity of the XY3 inversion potential, harmonic approximation is far 
from acceptable in our calculation. The details of the situation will be 
discussed in Section 3.1. 
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2.4 Rotational wavefunction 
Solving the rotational Schrodinger equation is not so straightforward. 
Since the zeroth order rotational Hamiltonian is expressed in the form of 
J2 P J2 
2/, 21 y 21 z 
， 
A -
it commutes with J operator only for spherical molecules with = ly = I, 
A A 1 
and symmetric top molecules with As a result, H^ and J do not 
necessarily share the same set of eigenfunctions. The usual procedure is first 
A , 
to obtain the eigenfunctions of J，which are used as basis functions to 
expand the rotational energy states. According to the quantum theory of 
angular momentum (28)，the total angular momentum operator J^ commutes 
with the space-fixed Z component J^ and the molecule-fixed z-component 
J^, respectively. As a result, J^, J J ^ have common eigenfunctions, which 
are labeled by three quantum numbers, J，m, k, i.e. 
- 广 1 \ 2^+^-/71-20-� 1 \ AW-^+2<T 
r- COS —^  sin—没 
(J + m)l(J-m)l(J + k)l(J - k)l(2J + V}产产 y / ^y [ 2 ) I 2 j 
n)-^ —2 ) (7\(J-m-a)\(m + k + a)\{J + k-a)\ 
It is sometimes expressed in bracket notation |-Mtw) . It can be seen that 
V ” (嫩)=八，)(敝 )=方2 + •，)(•) 
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The details of writing the rotational Hamiltonian in terms of angular 
momentum operators for various types of molecules can be found in a number 
of excellent textbooks (lO). Here we focus on the treatments for symmetric 
top molecules with h = ^ y h , the category where pyramidal molecules 
belong. The rotational Hamiltonian of pyramidal molecules has the form 
T2 P J2 
2/, 21 y 21 z 
^ T / \ 
丄 + 丄 」 之 2 U. h) 
where z is the principal axis of the molecules. It is seen that this rotational 
八， r< fK 
Hamiltonian commutes with the angular momentum J，Jz,人.As a result, 
the symmetric top wavefunctions can be used as basis functions to express 
the rotational states of symmetric top molecules. According to the quantum 
theory of angular momentum, for a given J，k and m can assume the 
following values 
J, J-1, J-2，".0，…，-J+1，-J. 
As a result, there are (2J+lP closely placed levels for each J manifold. For 
prolate top molecules, we have < so that the rotational energies in each 
J manifold increase with K = |A:| . The situation reverses for oblate top 
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molecules with >1^ where the rotational energies in each J manifold 
decrease with|众Adopting to the "abc" axes convention and in terms of 
rotational constants, the rotational energy of rigid pyramidal molecules is 
written as 
E^(J,K) = BJ{J + (2 8) 
where J and Ksxe the rotational quantum numbers and 
B二c二 h 乂三 
%7t”c and ~ 
As molecules rotate, the bonds are stretched due to centrifugal force. The 
moment of inertia increases due to this centrifugal distortion, so the effective 
rotational constants are smaller and the energy levels are lowered. 
Accounting for the nonrigidity due to centrifugal distortion, Eq. 2.8 can be 
written as 
K) = BJ(J +1)+ - B)K'' 乂2 ( j + I)J2 -DjkJ{J + \)K�DKK4 
where 77s are the centrifugal distortion constants. The above equation can be 
obtained using perturbation treatment on the rigid symmetric top 
eigenfunctions. The details of this treatment can be found elsewhere (7). 
Since the rotational motion is 100 times slower the vibrational motion，the 
constants for rotation are vibrationally averaged values. These constants 
vary slightly as a result of different average bond length and bond angle at 
different vibrational states. Therefore, the rotational energy for prolate tops 
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is expressed as 
五 J , 尺 ) = + 1 ) + ( � - 5 J火2 _ 代乂2 ( h 1 _ 代 1)火2 _ 代 
where the constants A, B, D are all vibrationally dependent. For oblate tops, 
the energy expression becomes 
= + - D u 乂 • 一 + 一 
The total zeroth order rovibronic energy can then be expressed by 
adding E^，E^  and E .^ The correction energy due to higher order terms such as 
rotation-vibration interactions, which are treated as perturbations, are not 
discussed here. 
2.5 Tunneling Phenomenon 
Tunneling is a unique phenomenon predicted in quantum mechanics. 
The term "tunneling，，is commonly used to describe the penetration of a 
particle into a classically forbidden region where the energy of the system is 
lower than the potential energy {i.e. E<V). According to classical mechanics， 
particles in these regions have negative kinetic energy or imaginary speed. It 
is therefore forbidden in classical theory. On the other hand, the quantum 
mechanical treatment of this problem leads to non-zero probability of 
particles appearing in the classically forbidden region (12，32). The tunneling 
phenomenon is therefore ascribed to the wave-particle duality of microscopic 
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particles. Its probability of occurrence depends on the amplitude of 
wavefunction of the particles. The penetration depth M K is defined as the 
distance from the edge of barrier at which the amplitude of the wave functions 
decreases to e—�times of its original value just before tunneling. It can be 
shown that the penetration depth into the forbidden region decreases with 
the mass of the particle and the height of the barrier above the energy of the 
particle. Therefore, macroscopic particles have such large masses that their 
penetration depth is almost zero no matter the height of the barrier. This 
means that they could not be found in the classically forbidden region. 
Therefore, tunneling phenomenon is only observed with particles of small 
masses. 
The decay of the radioactive materials to emit alpha particles (i.e. helium 
nuclei) is a classic example of tunneling motion. It was found that the energy 
possessed by the emitted alpha particles is not adequate to overcome the 
short-range strong force in the nucleus. As a result, the emission of alpha 
particle is classically forbidden based on energy consideration. However, in 
quantum mechanics, there is a probability that the particle can tunnel 
through the potential and be emitted from the parent nucleus. 
The quantum mechanical tunneling is generalized as the penetration of 
particles to classical forbidden region, thus this phenomenon is not restricted 
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to nuclear physics only. Molecular systems do exhibit the tunneling motion. 
The most well-known examples are the inversion motion of ammonia and the 
internal rotation of molecules. 
For pyramidal symmetric top XY3 molecules (e.g. NH3), classical 
inversion motion must go through the planar structure at the barrier top to 
convert to its enantiomer. Therefore, only molecules with energy greater than 
the potential barrier can pass through. However, the wave nature of 
microscopic particles allows molecules with energy lower than barrier to 
penetrate through the barrier to reach the other side of the barrier. If the 
barrier is infinitely high, the penetration will be forbidden and two wells will 
be independent of each other. They correspond to the same Hamiltonian and 
thus same eigenfunctions and eigenenergies. Therefore, levels on each side 
are identical. However, if these two wells are linked by finite barrier, the 
wavefunction on one side of the well (say, wavefunction at left, xj/[) can 
penetrate through the barrier. The delocalization of wavefunctions leads to 
the mixing of the wavefunctions localized in each well. This effect can be 
expressed as a linear combination of these two localized wavefunctions. 
It is seen that the symmetric combination is invariant with respect to space 
inversion to exhibit positive parity while antisymmetric combination changes 
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sign with respect to inversion to exhibit negative parity. The energies of the 
delocalized wavefunctions are no longer degenerate but split into doublets 
(known as inversion doublets). The splitting in the inversion doublets 
depends on the tunneling probability which in turn depends on the mass of 
particles and the barrier height. Non-planar symmetric top XY3 molecules 
with tunneling motion such as NH3, ND3 and H3O+ exhibit significant 
inversion splitting. On the other hand, molecules such as PH3 and AsHs 





In studying the inversion tunneling dynamics of XY3 pyramidal 
molecules, we assumed that the inversion motion, which has the same 
symmetry as symmetric stretching, can be separated from the remaining 
vibrational modes without any mixing. Under the framework of 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation，we can write the zero-field rovibrational 
wavefuntions as products of inversion wavefunctions and symmetric top 
wavefunctions. The presence of DC fields gives rise to an additional potential 
energy term (Stark energy) in the Hamiltonian. The Stark energy varies with 
the orientation of the molecule. As a result, both inversional motion and 
rotational motion will affect the magnitude of the Stark energy. This means 
that the Stark energy term will mix the inversional as well as rotational 
wavefunctions in the presence of DC electric fields giving rise to intricate 
rovibrational spectra. The prediction of the spectra involves solving the 
following Hamiltonian, 
/V A /V y \ 
H = 丨ark (3.1) 
H = ( a ) ] + 反 + VSIARK{a,O) 
IjLi dx 
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where fi and a represent the reduced mass of the XY3 molecules and the 
inversional angle, respectively. is the potential energy along the 
inversion angles at zero-field. The first two terms are the kinetic energy and 
potential energy of the inversional Hamiltonian. The third term, H^，is the 
rotational Hamiltonian for symmetric top molecules. The last term, 
is the potential energy arisen from the Stark energy which is depending on 
the angle between the direction of the electric field and the z-axis of the 
molecules. The above Hamiltonian was solved according to the steps below: 
1. The inversion potential at zero-field was determined using ab 
initio calculations of the electronic energy at different inversion angle； 
2. The corresponding vibrational wavefunctions and eigenfunctions were 
determined using p article -in- a-box basis set; 
3. Symmetric top rotational wavefunctions were used to combine with the 
vibrational wavefunctions as the zero-field rovibrational wavefunctions, 
which would be used as the basis functions to express the rovibrational 
levels in the presence of DC fields； 
4. The Stark energy term as a function of the inversion angle a was added 
and the resulting rovibrational levels and energies were evaluated； 
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5. The transition dipole moments between rovibrational levels as well as 
the transition intensities were calculated. 
In the following sections, we will discuss each step of the implementation 
in details. 
3.1 Inversion potential 
As shown in Eq. 2.5，the potential energy for inversion is essentially the 
electronic energy obtained from the electronic Schrodinger equation, which is 
a function of the geometry of molecule. Along the inversion angle a，the 
potential is a symmetric double-well with a finite barrier. This barrier 
corresponds to the energy of planar XY3. The height of the barrier affects the 
probability of tunneling (31). Because of the presence of this barrier, potential 
energy surface for inversion motion is of high anharmonicity. Ab initio 
calculations were applied to numerically determine the potential energy 
surface along inversion angle a . Commercial software package Gaussian 98® 
was used for this purpose. 
Along the inversion motion, the inversion angle a spans from 
+ Atcjr = 土吾，the three Y atoms occupy the same position, resulting 
an infinite Columbic repulsion and thus an infinite value in potential energy. 
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In addition, it is expected that the amplitudes of the first few vibrational 
levels are very small in regions where a was much larger than the 
equilibrium value. To simplify our calculation, we therefore limited the range 
of a to be 土 y . Moreover, the inversion potential (a) is an even 
function with respect to a , i.e. V.^^ (a) = V.^^ ( - a). Thus, we only need to 
compute V.^^ {a) from 0 to +營.The potential V丨”乂a) is calculated at 1° 
interval- In the ab initio calculations, the z-matrix was input to give the 
position of all the atoms in the molecules. For each inversion geometry, the 
optimized energy was obtained by fixing the symmetry iC^ )^ and the bond 
angle (inversion coordinates) but varying the bond length. The potential 
energy along the inversion angle was then constructed from these data points 
using a built-in function "cubic-spline fit，’ in a mathematical software 
package, MathCAD, to obtain a continuous functional form for later 
calculations. 
In performing ab initio calculation, various levels of electronic 
correlations and a variety of basis functions can be used. Different 
combinations of electronic correlations and basis sets give different energies. 
Therefore, we have to set up some criteria in choosing the level of calculations 
that are best for our problem. In order to determine the best ab initio 
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inversion potential, we compared the bond angle, bond length, permanent 
dipole moment at equilibrium configuration as well as the barrier of inversion 
obtained from calculation with those obtained from experiments (35-37,41-42). 
We chose the electronic correlation/ basis sets which gave the smallest 
difference with the experimental values to construct the inversion potential. 
In Chapter 4，we will show, in the case of NH3, the numerical values of these 
physical properties calculated by different levels of theory and basis sets. 
3.2 Zero-field vibrational wavefunctions 
The vibrational Hamiltonian is not analytically solvable as which 
is obtained by numerical calculation, is assumed to be a very complicated 
functional form. The variational approach, in which the eigenfunctions were 
expanded as linear combinations of a complete set of basis functions, was 
then used to determine the vibrational wavefunctions and energies for this 
double well potential. The most logical choice of the basis set is the harmonic 
oscillator wavefunctions which demands too much computation time and 
efforts. We therefore used the eigenfunctions for the particle-in-a-box problem 
[(p^} as the basis set to express the vibrational wavefunction, i.e. 
N 
n 
where N is the number of basis functions used. By setting the length of the 
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. . In box in this calculation as I = — , the basis functions have the following 
forms, 
, \ 3 l)na 
= i - cos— ^ . . ^ 
V n 2 « = 1, J, 5,... and 
, � 3 . liYia 
PS'^) = -I — sin � , , 
“ Mtt 2 « = 2,4,6,… 
These basis functions have definite parity that makes the evaluation of the 
matrix elements much simpler. The corresponding energies of the basis 
functions have the form 
= -n 
The accuracy of the calculations depends on the number of sinusoidal 
functions used. The speed of modern computers allows the calculation using a 
large number of basis functions to be completed in seconds. 
Since is symmetric with respect to the mid- point of the potential well, 
the matrix elements (or the integrands) Vmn between basis functions cp^  {a) 
and (p人a) will be non-zero only when both of the basis functions have the 
same parity {i.e. functions indexed by m and functions indexed by n are 
either both even functions or both odd functions with respect to the 
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mid-point). In other words, V.^ X )^ does not connect between sine and cosine 
functions. In the evaluation of non-zero Vmn, we used the continuous potential 
function V.^ X )^ obtained from the cubic-spline fit as discussed in Section 3.1 
for the integration. The integrand, which is a product of sine (or cosine) 
functions, was further transformed into sum (or difference) of cosine 
functions using standard trigonometric relations, 
sin Asm B = — [cos(^ -B) - cos (A + B) 
2 and 
1 
cos A cos B = — [cos(^ -B)-\-cos( A +B) 
'2/ 
The matrix element for sine products can then be computed. 
T, 3 � � . 3ma . ^na 
双 I 2 2 
3 r T " � 3(m -n)a , ^ t " � 3(m + n)a , ^ =——[F(a)cos— —da- \V{a) cos— 
In 上I 2 丄了 2 
3 =—[/ - / 1 
rx L-' m-n m+n J 
In 
where 
= \V(a)cos dcc 
I 2 
Similarly, for cosine products (both m and n are odd numbers) can be 
expressed as, 
V =—[/ +/ 1 
‘mn L-^  m-n m+n J 
In 
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Applying these approximations with the implement of the symmetry 
argument that 厂肺=厂肺，there are o n l y � N + 1) terms of non-zero for N 
basis functions and hence all the matrix elements K卿 can be evaluated. The 
matrix elements of kinetic energy 7"则 can be determined easily using the 
energies of the p article -in- a-box model, i.e. 
Tmn 一 o 2 ^ ^mn ^JUTt 
Using a basis set with 100, was then calculated from 7"则 and 
The eigenfunctions and the corresponding energies of the inversion motion 
were obtained by diagonalizing the H_ matrix. All these procedures can be 
evaluated using MathCAD software package. The determined values of the 
energy levels E^ ^ can be used to compare with the literature values of the 
observed vibrational energy levels for v^  in order to judge whether those 
approximations and assumptions taken above were appropriate. These 
comparisons and discussions will be covered in the next chapter. 
Because of the presence of the centre of symmetry in the inversion 
potential, = 仅)，the vibrational wavefunctions are expected to have 
definite parity. According to quantum mechanics, levels with energies below 
barrier will appear as doublets with opposite parities. These vibrational 
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states are conventionally labeled as 0+〉，（T�，1+〉，r�and so on. The 
superscript denotes the parities and the number is the vibrational quantum 
number of the corresponding state. The details of these results will also be 
presented in Chapter 4. 
3.3 Zero-field rovibrational levels 
Based on Eq. 3.1, the zero-field rovibrational Hamiltonian is expressed 
as the sum of rotational Hamiltonian and inversional Hamiltonian 
H = (3.2) 
The rovibrational wavefunctions can then be written as products of the 
inversion wavefunctions v^^ and rotational wavefunctions Jmk) using the 
separation of variables technique, 
where D , J, k, m are the quantum numbers defined in Chapter 2. The 
determination of l>” has been outlined in the previous section. The 
determination of the rotational Hamiltonian \Jmk) will be discussed in this 
section. 
The pyramidal XY3 molecules with tunneling motion belong to the 
category of oblate symmetric tops. As discussed in Section 2.4，the rotational 
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wavefunctions and the corresponding energies for oblate symmetric tops are 
/ 1 \2J+k-m-2a / ^ \m-k-\-2a 
COS — " sin—^ 
((J + m)l(J - m)\{J + k)\{J - k)\{2J Tiy。,—,, y( ^y [ 2 ) [ 2 J 
少 Jm 八印V cj\{J-m-a)\{m + k + cj)\{J + k-a)\ 
EXV,J,K)= BJ{J + 1 ) + ( C , - - D ^ r ( J + 1 ) ^ - + - D ^ , ( 3 . 3 ) 
From the energy expression above, it is clearly seen that the energy levels are 
degenerated with respect to K^. Therefore, there is a twofold degeneracy 
associated with each level with K 关 0 . In addition, due to the {2J+i) 
degeneracy from M , the degeneracy factors of ( 2J +1 ) for K = Q and 
2(2J +1)for K are obtained. For an XY3 molecule with inversion, the 
molecular symmetry group is isomorphic to Dsb point group. By considering 
the effect of symmetry operations on Euler angles, one can work out the 
symmetry of rotational wavefunctions as shown in Table 1. It is noted that 
levels with K form 2-dimensional irreducible representations while 
levels with K = 3n split into ArA2 doublets as pointed out by Oka. (9) 
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Table 1 Symmetry of rotational wavefunctions. 
K = 0 J even � 
J odd 
K^^ K = 6n A/+A,' 
= E， 
尺=6/7 ± 3 為" 
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In addition to the K and M degeneracy, there are also nuclear spin 
statistical weights of XY3 molecules according to the Pauli principle (8). 
Depending on the nuclear spin wavefunctions, only certain rotational 
wavefunctions are allowed to combine with them so that the Pauli principle 
can be satisfied. As a result, additional degeneracy due to nuclear spin 
wavefunctions arises. Following the prescriptions described in literature (8) 
about the theory of molecular symmetry and the knowledge of nuclear spin of 
Y atom, one can work out the correct combinations easily. The basic criterion 
is that the total wavefunction should be symmetric to the permutation of a 
pair of identical Bosons and antisymmetric to the permutation of identical 
Fermions. Using this criteria, it is seen that the symmetry of the total 
molecular wavefunctions are A/or A2'for Fermion systems or Ai'or Ai''iov 
Boson systems (9). By writing the total wavefunction as product of electronic, 
vibrational, rotational，and nuclear spin wavefunctions, the symmetry of the 
total wavefunction can then be determined from the symmetries of its 
components. The prescription to determine the symmetry of various parts of 
the total wavefunctions can be found in Bunker (8). In the ground electronic 
and vibrational states of systems with spin=l/2, i.e. Fermions (such as NH3), 
levels K = and AT = 3« ± 1 will have nuclear spin weights of 4 and 2， 
respectively, according to the Pauli principle. Similarly, systems with spin=l， 
i.e. Bosons (such as ND3), rovibrational levels with Ai,山and E symmetries 
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will have nuclear spin weights of 10，1，and 8，respectively. Figure 6 shows a 
schematic energy pattern of NH3 molecules found in (8). 
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Figure 6 Schematic energy diagram of NH3. The dotted levels are forbidden 
rotational levels, {i.e. zero spin statistical weight) 
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3.4 Stark energy and rovibrational levels in DC 
fields 
As shown before, the presence of the DC electric fields changes the shape 
of the potential energy surface. Using perturbation approach, the Stark 
energy to the rovibrational Hamiltonian is treated as an additional potential 
energy term in the rovibrational Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.1). This new term 
Ktark • is a function of the inversion coordinates a as well as the angle 
between the direction of electric field and the dipole moment of the molecule. 
Since the presence of electric field defines the laboratory Z-axis and the 
dipole moment of XY3 pyramidal molecules is along the molecular fixed z-axis, 
the angle between them is the same as the Euler angle G. 
According to electrostatic theory, the Stark energy can be expressed as 
where fj,(cc) is the molecular dipole moment along the z-axis, which is a 
function of the inversion angle during the inversion motion. The factor cos 0 
is the direction cosine between the DC field and the z axis of the 
molecule-fixed axis. The intensity of the DC field is represented by s，in 
kV/cm. 
Since the direction cosine and inversion motion do not couple with each 
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other, the matrix element for the Stark Hamiltonian can be expressed as 
-siv土 |//(a)| V 土 ){JKM I cos 6\ J, K, M,〉 （3 斗） 
The second factor is the vibrational mixing and the third factor is the 
rotational mixing due to Stark effect. 
The vibrational mixing is first considered. The function ju{a) varies with 
the inversion coordinates. Like potential energy surface, its values along the 
inversion coordinates can be computed using Gaussian 98®. For further 
mathematical manipulation, the cubic-spline fit routine from MathCad can 
be used to obtain a continuous ju(a) function. Both ju(a) and V(a) are 
computed using the same level of theory for consistency. Since //(a) is 
antisymmetric with respect to the mid-point of the potential well, it only 
connects the delocalized vibrational wavefunctions with opposite parities (i.e. 
one of the wavefunctions involved is an odd function while another one is an 
even function). With the symmetric property of the Hamiltonian matrix, we 
only have to compute (rt^i) terms if there are n vibrational levels considered. 
Considering the rotational mixing due to the Stark effect, we have to 
determine the matrix elements of direction cosine,�Jmk cos没 Tm'k') between 
symmetric top wavefunctions. Standard formulae for these matrix elements 
can be found elsewhere (28). The non-vanishing matrix elements are given by 
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{Jmk\cose\Mk) = J 二、LAk' 
IJmk cos糾J-W众’〉=丄 + + 
〈滅|c�s* + 滅 ’ 卜 丄 P + " + + (厂 
\ ‘ J + l]l (2J + l)(2J + 3) _ 
resulting into a tridiagonal matrix. In our calculation, we have computed 
levels with J up to 20 in each of the first four vibrational levels {i.e. 
0+〉，（)-〉，1+〉，1〉）. Therefore, the overall matrix is with a dimension 
37044x37044. By summing the three contributing parts in the Hamiltonian 
(vibrational, rotational and Stark energy), we can obtain the overall 
"vibration-rotation-Stark" Hamiltonian matrix. The eigenenergies and the 
corresponding eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.1 at different 
strength of DC field can be obtained by diagonalizing this Hamiltonian 
matrix. The eigenstates can then be expressed by linear combination of 
field-free eigenstates, i.e. 
k — � = 2 > � k � . 
U,J 丨 
Since the Stark effect only mixes v and J�we use w^and rij to indicate the 
order of energy levels for vibrational and rotational states in the presence of 
DC fields, k and m remain good quantum numbers as they are not mixed by 
the Stark effect. 
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3.5 Transition dipole moments and intensities 
calculations 
In this section, the determination of the relative intensity of transitions 
is discussed. Based on the relative intensities, the rovibrational spectrum can 
be predicted. The intensity is proportional to the population in initial state 
/) and the square of transition dipole moment of the states involved, i.e. 
where the population at initial state, Ni is proportional to the degeneracy and 
the Boltzmann's distribution as shown below, 
-g, 
N,”,ekB 丁 
where gi denotes the degeneracy and ks denotes the Boltzmann's constant. 
Therefore, the overall relative intensity of transition from state i to state / 
can be represented by 
Since the M degeneracy is the same for all rotational levels, it has no 
effects on the relative intensity. In the field-free case with inversion 
tunneling, the K degeneracy is removed when considering the Pauli 
principle under the Dsh symmetry group (8). The degeneracy is then arisen 
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from the nuclear spin statistical weights. As discussed above, for NH3 type 
molecules with nuclear spin / = —, the ratio of the statistical weights of 
2 
levels with K = 3n to those with A: = 3«±1 is 2:1. Similarly, for ND3 type 
molecules with nuclear spin, 7 = 1, the ratio of the statistical weights of 
rotational levels with symmetries A^, A^ and E is 10:1:8. If the 一為） 
splitting is not resolved, one may observe a ratio of 11:8 for levels with 
K = 3n and A: = 3«±1. 
In the presence of DC fields, the inversion tunneling is partially 
quenched. Parity is no longer a good quantum number. For NH3 type 
molecules, the ratio of the statistical weights of rotational levels with 
symmetries Ai, A2 and 芯becomes 2:2:2. This leads to a nuclear spin statistics 
of 2:1 for levels with K = 3n and AT = 3«士1 For ND3 type molecules, on the 
other hand, it gives a ratio of 11:11:16 for rotational levels with symmetries A^， 
A� and E. Therefore for levels with K = 3n and AT = ± 1，the spin statistics 
will be 22:16. Using these results together with the Boltzmann's factor, the 
population Nj can be determined. 
In determining the transition dipole moment, we consider the parallel 
and perpendicular polarizations separately. For parallel polarizations in 
which the direction of light polarization is parallel to the electric field, the 
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transition dipole moment is written as 
where = —^ a cos 没 
一 \da) 
Similar to Eq. 3.4，the matrix element is 
For perpendicular transitions in which the direction of light polarization is 
perpendicular to the DC electric field, the dipole moment operator is written 
in terms of spherical harmonics 
^ ^ J d A ^ ^ . , ^ sin (9 
The transition dipole moment can be expressed as 
(uP"r rm"|/i = ’��J”k”m"je士’炉 sin6\Tk，m’� 
The matrix element for sin 6 part can be calculated from the equation 
below. 
/|7 ' n J 1 丄 1\ 土k l(J±m + i)(J + m) (Jkm e一中 sin6 J, k,m:tV) = ^ 
\ 丨 J(J + 1) V 2 
沖 厂 U , — = 丄 P 所 -\ Z J � 2(2J-1)(2J + 1) 
\ ’ (J-hl)i 2(2J + l)(2J + 3) 
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Combining the population factor and the transition dipole moment, the 
relative intensity in field-free case is determined by the equation below, 
E[vP"J"k"m") 
I ocg^ VTw’,|"卜尸丨八’今 'bT 
where g^  is the spin statistical weight discussed above. The energy 
m"j of the rovibrational level is determined from the field-free 
Hamiltonian. 
In the presence of DC fields, the eigenstates n j � p k m � c a n be written as 
a linear combination of v^ Jkm^ with the coefficients obtained from 
diagonalizing the "vibration-rotation-Stark" Hamiltonian as mentioned in the 
previous session. 
lAj ‘ 
Since quantum numbers K are not mixed with the DC fields, the spin 
statistics for K still holds as we discussed above. Therefore, the relative 
intensity of transitions is 
-E{vP"J"k"m") 
J = \ c \ (DP”rk��m” juDP,J’k,mY e 
bk uP"j"k"m"),m uP"J"k"m"),n \ 厂 / 
m=l 丨 ‘ 
Once the relative intensities are calculated, the corresponding rovibrational 
spectrum can be plotted. 
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In the next Chapter, the results of applying our calculations to NH3 and 
ND3 will be presented. Infrared spectra at various DC fields will be plotted. 




Results and Discussions 
After establishing the computation framework, it was applied to two 
textbook cases, namely NH3 and ND3. The tunneling phenomenon has been 
observed experimentally in both systems. The results of these calculations 
will be discussed below. In Section 4.1，the zero-field inversion potential 
calculated by Gaussian 98® commercial package will be presented. The 
inversion levels and the corresponding energies will also be discussed. In 
Section 4.2，the rovibrational wavefunctions computed as the product of 
vibrational wavefunctions and symmetric top wavefunctions were used to 
calculate the zero-field rovibrational spectra based on the documented 
experimental rotational parameters. In Section 4.3, the effect of electric fields 
on the rovibrational levels, energies, and rovibrational spectra will be 
discussed. 
4-1 Inversion potentials，levels, and energies 
In applying ab initio calculations, we used about 20 different basis sets 
including 6-311G with and without diffused and polarized functions, and 
Dunning's correlation consistent basis sets (double, triple, quadruple-zeta), 
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abbreviated as cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ and cc pVQZ (33.35) at three correlation 
levels，namely Hartree-Fock, MP2, and MP4 respectively. The N—H bond 
length, inversion angle a，and permanent dipole moments at equilibrium 
configuration and the inversion barrier were used as criteria to judge the 
applicability of the calculations. The calculated values are shown in Table 2. 
The corresponding zero-field inversion potential surfaces calculated at 
different levels of the theory are shown in Figure 7. It is seen from Table 2 
that results from MP2 and MP4 give errors within 1% of the literature values. 
Smaller basis sets with lower correlation level such as HF in general give 
worse results. Parameters calculated at the MP4/cc-pVQZ level gives the best 
overall accuracy as shown in the table. We therefore used the results at this 
level for further computation. It should be noted that the isotopic effect in the 
inversion potential was neglected as it is expected to be very small. 
Applying the procedure outlined in Section 3.2, the energies of the first 
ten vibrational levels of NH3 were obtained from the inversion potential 
calculated at the MP4/cc-pVQZ level. For comparison purpose, results at 
different levels of theory were also calculated and listed in Table 3. All 
vibrational energies were measured from zero-point energy. It is obvious that 
a better inversion potential gives rise to a set of better vibrational energies. 
In general，the 0 - � s t a t e suffers the greatest deviation from the literature 
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Table 2 The computed values of bond lengths, bond angles, dipole moments 
and barrier heights of NH3 by basis sets and electronic correlations in 
Gaussian 98®. 
Methods Basis Sets Bond Length, A Bond Angle,。DiP°j^e*^=ent’ Height cm'^  
Lit. Value 1.0124" 67.8500^ 1.4719。 2020±15^ 
HF 6-311G 0.9918 76.1550 1.4881 286 
6-311+G 0.9911 77.7372 1.3798 168 
6-311++G 0.9913 77.6127 1.3813 175 
6-311 G(d) 0.9990 68.5430 1.8453 2214 
6-311G(d,p) 1.0010 68.5546 1.7259 1975 
6-311+G(d) 0.9987 69.2653 1.8473 1887 
6-311+G(d,p) 1.0003 69.4844 1.7302 1605 
6-311++G(d) 0.9988 69.2350 1.8278 1901 
6-311++G(d,p) 1.0003 69.4321 1.7192 1620 
cc-pVDZ 1.0078 67.1894 1.7289 2521 
cc-pVTZ 0.9990 68.7479 1.6018 1875 
cc-pVQZ 0.9980 69.0081 1.5694 1771 
AUG-cc-pVDZ 1.0037 68.7063 1.5801 1793 
AUG-cc-pVTZ 0.9986 69.2060 1.5449 1688 
AUG-cc-pVQZ 0.9979 69.2371 1.5437 1673 
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Table 2 (cont) 
Methods Basis Sets Bond Length，A Bond Angle, “ DiPOge"S&ment，日�^；；丨^-, 
Lit. Value 1.0124^ 67.8500^ 1.4719。 2020±15^ 
MP2 6-311G 1.0085 74.61 1.6293 419 
6-311+G 1.0082 76.67 1.4845 224 
6-311++G 1.0084 76.51 1.4881 235 
6-311G(d) 1.0104 68.41 1.8542 2038 
6-311 G(d,p) 1.0138 67.22 1.8065 2258 
6-311+G(d) 1.0104 69.55 1.8257 1595 
6-311+G(d，p) 1.0134 68.50 1.7925 1741 
6-311++G(d) 1.0106 69.48 1.8091 1619 
6-311++G(d.p) 1.0135 68.43 1.7821 1763 
cc-pVDZ 1.0235 65.41 1.8225 2880 
cc-pVTZ 1.0114 67.20 1.6883 2078 
cc-pVQZ 1.0098 67.67 1.6440 1879 
AUG-cc-pVDZ 1.0202 67.52 1.6412 1850 
AUG-cc-pVTZ 1.0121 67.95 1.6120 1768 
AUG-cc-pVQZ 1.0102 68.06 1.6070 1708 
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Table 2 (con't) 
Methods Basis Sets Bond length, A Bond angle, ° DiPoj^e"^^ent，Barrier height, cm '' 
Lit. Value 1.0124^ 67.8500^ 1.4719。 2020±15^ 
MP4 6-311G 1.0129 73.60 1.7177 566 
6-311+G 1.0126 75.34 1.6107 345 
6-311++G 1.0129 75.21 1.6098 357 
6-311G(d) 1.0145 67.94 1.8838 2266 
6-311 G(d,p) 1.0169 66.89 1.8264 2442 
6-311+G(d) 1.0145 68.96 1.8645 1831 
6-311+G(d,p) 1.0164 68.06 1.8208 1938 
6-311++G(d) 1.0147 68.91 1.8466 1855 
6-311++G(d，p) 1.0165 68.00 1.8095 1960 
cc-pVDZ 1.0267 65.16 1.8539 3097 
cc-pVTZ 1.0143 66.89 1.7232 2248 
cc-pVQZ 1.0128 67.36 1.6615 2038 
AUG-cc-pVDZ 1.0234 67.19 1.6607 2027 
AUG-cc-pVTZ 1.0152 67.57 1.6341 1942 
AUG-cc-pVQZ 1.0132 67.69 1.6289 1874 
a See Ref(36) 
b See Ref(38) 
c See Ref(37) 
dSee Ref(42)，Ref(43) 
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Figure 7 The potential energy surfaces calculated by ab initio calculation 
along the inversion coordinates. 
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value while other states were determined with a few percent error. The 
MP4/cc-pVQZ method gives the most accurate calculations for the first few 
vibrational levels. For most vibrational levels, an error with 1-2% was 
obtained except for the 0 � s t a t e , which gives an error of over 10%. Energies 
of isotopic species i^ NDa, I'^ NTa, ^^ NHa, i^NDs, and i^ NTa were also calculated 
and were listed in Table 4. The results compared very favourably with the 
previous ab initio calculations. Levels with energies below the barrier are 
grouped into doublets as expected in the theory of quantum mechanics. 
The first four vibrational wavefunctions obtained from numerical 
calculations using MathCad were plotted in Figure 9. As shown in the figure, 
they have proper parity as expected since this requirement has been 
considered in setting up the elements in Hamiltonian matrix. The ground 
state, labeled as 0+�，appears as the in-phase combination of the two 
localized l> = 0 wavefunctions while the first excited state the out-of-phase is 
combination of the two localized = 0 wavefunctions. The next two levels 
labeled as r � a n d are formed in the same fashion by the two localized 
V = 1 wavefunctions. Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the 
wavefunctions with the corresponding energies for NH3. It is expected to have 
the same energy pattern for other iso topic species except the actual energies 
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Table 3 The vibrational transition energy levels of i^ NHs determined with 
different ab initio potential energy results, (in wavenumber, cm]) 
Vibrational ^jt. value MP2 MP2 MP2 MP2 MP4 
Levels 
6-311++G(d,p) cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ AUG-cc-pVQZ cc-pVQZ 
0+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0' 0.79 1.79 0.06 0.60 1.73 0.69 
1+ 932.43 881.84 1081.40 949.41 855.00 942.68 
1- 968.12 951.44 1085.78 980.00 922.87 977.02 
2+ 1598.47 1508.79 1973.09 1623.24 1465.24 1608.80 
2- 1882.18 1877.12 2069.11 1896.80 1826.33 1895.97 
3+ 2384.17 2393.20 2641.84 2400.26 2332.94 2401.66 
3- 2895.61 2941.45 3042.87 2913.90 2874.12 2922.28 
4+ 3448 3535 3581 3486 3463 3500 
4- 4045 4163 4149 4097 4089 4117 
Literature values are adapted from (42). 
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Table 4 Vibrational levels of isotopomers of ammonia, (in wave number，cm]) 
1 4叫 14ND3 14NT3 
I i 
lit. I This work lit. This work lit. | This work 
ZPE 523.220 400.162 347.245 
0+ 0 1 0.000 0 I 0.000 0 0.000 
i I i 
0- 0.79 ； 0.69 0.05 1 0.03 0.01 | 0.004 
I I j 
1+ 932.43 I 942.78 745.6 I 754.5 656.37 I 662.11 
I I 
1- 968.12 I 977.13 749.15 | 756.94 657.19 | 662.53 
2+ 1598.47 I 1608.90 1359 i 1382.10 1251.40 
2- 1882.18 1 1896.04 1429 1 1441.00 1265.97 _ — i ......_..._.—_] .._.. 1— 
3+ 2384.17 I 2401.66 1830 | 1844.58 1686.80 
3- 2895.61 i 2922.50 2106.6 | 2112.83 1826.04 
4+ 3448 I 3500 2482 | 2483.72 2131.19 
4- 4045 I 4117 2876 | 2874.21 2423.68 
5+ 4769 3296.54 2755.82 
i I j 
Literature values are adapted from (42). 
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Table 4 (con't) 
15NH3 15ND3 15nT3 
lit. This work lit. | This work lit. | This work 
ZPE 520.769 397.003 343.747 
0+ 0 0.000 0 I 0.000 0 I 0.000 
0- 0.76 0.66 0.05 | 0.03 0.01 | 0.004 
1+ 928.46 939.54 739.53 | 749.07 631 | 655.87 
1- 962.89 I 972.61 742.78 I 751.34 631.65 I 656.24 
_ i —_i j 
2+ 1591.19 I 1604.21 1375.28 1196.25 | 1241.53 
2- 1870.86 1885.98 1430.37 1214.93 I 1254.52 
3+ 2369.32 2388.26 1833.89 1615.56 | 1677.43 
3- 2876.13 2904.44 2094.70 1763.29 | 1808.28 
4+ 3477.94 2460.97 2064.33 | 2110.35 
4- I 4089.82 2845.80 2353.27 2395.89 
5+ I 4737.30 3262.58 2678.94 I 2722.31 
Literature values are adapted from (42). 
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Figure 8 The vibrational wavefunctions determined: (a) at 0 + � ( r e d solid 
line) and at |o~) (blue dash line)； (b) at |r) (pink solid line) and at |r) 
(brown dash line)； The probability density (c) at 0 + � ( r e d solid line) and at 
0 - � ( b l u e dash line)； (d) at 1+�(pink solid line) and at 1 -� (brown dash 
line). 
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Figure 9 The graph of potential energy surface of i^ NHs and the vibrational 
wavefunctions at the first four vibrational states versus the inversional 
coordinates. 
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4.2 Rovibrational levels and spectrum at zero-field 
As discussed in Section 3.3，the rovibrational wavefunctions are obtained 
from the product of vibrational wavefunctions and symmetric top 
wavefunctions. The corresponding energies are the sum of the two 
components. In the previous section, the vibrational energies were calculated 
based on numerical approach. The rotational wavefunctions and energies 
were calculated based on the scheme discussed in Section 3.3. The rotational 
parameters from the experiments (Table 5) were used for the calculations of 
rotational energies based on Eq. 3.3. Table 6 to Table 10 list the rovibrational 
energies for each K stack for J up to 10 in the four lowest vibrational levels. 
The accuracy of these values greatly depends on the error in vibrational 
energies obtained in the previous section. Nevertheless, this error will be the 
same for each rotational level in every vibrational state. As a result, the 
rovibrational pattern is not altered while the absolute frequency of the band 
may shift. We therefore calculated the rovibrational spectrum to verify our 
calculation scheme. 
In calculating the rovibrational spectrum, we apply the selection rule for 
parallel polarization, i.e. AK 二 0 together with the selection rules for 
vibrational wavefunctions. Two fundamental bands corresponding to 
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1 + � 0 - � a n d 1-�<~ 0+�，respectively are expected. 
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Table 5 Rotational constants from literature. 
C-B B C-B B 
0+ -3.7199204 9.9466422 -3.172 5.12763 
0 -3.72697321 9.9412902 -3.171 5.14259 
r -3.9826491 10.0701774 -3.211 5.12251 




Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+) |o-) |r) |r) 
0 522.2467 522.9376 1464.9313 1499.2709 
1 542.1400 542.8202 1485.0717 1519.0509 
2 581.9266 582.5854 1525.3524 1558.6110 
3 641.6064 642.2331 1585.7734 1617.9512 
4 721.1796 721.7634 1666.3348 1697.0714 
5 820.6460 821.1763 1767.0366 1795.9716 
6 940.0057 940.4718 1887.8787 1914.6519 
7 1079.2587 1079.6499 2028.8612 2053.1123 
8 1238.4050 1238.7105 2189.9841 2211.3527 
9 1417.4445 1417.6538 2371.2473 2389.3732 
10 1616.3774 1616.4796 2572.6508 2587.1737 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+) |o-� |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 538.4201 539.0932 1481.0890 1515.3200 
2 578.2067 578.8584 1521.3697 1554.8801 
3 637.8865 638.5061 1581.7908 1614.2202 
4 717.4597 718.0365 1662.3522 1693.3404 
5 816.9261 817.4494 1763.0540 1792.2407 
6 936.2858 936.7448 1883.8961 1910.9210 
7 1075.5388 1075.9229 2024.8786 2049.3813 
8 1234.6851 1234.9836 2186.0014 2207.6217 
9 1413.7246 1413.9268 2367.2646 2385.6421 
10 1612.6575 1612.7526 2568.6682 2583.4427 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+> |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 567.0469 567.6775 1509.4218 1543.6871 
3 626.7268 627.3252 1569.8428 1603.0272 
4 706.2999 706.8555 1650.4042 1682.1475 
5 805.7663 806.2685 1751.1060 1781.0477 
6 925.1260 925.5639 1899.7280 2012.9306 
7 1064.3790 1064.7420 2012.9306 2038.1884 
8 1223.5253 1223.8026 2174.0535 2196.4288 
9 1402.5648 1402.7459 2355.3167 2374.4492 
10 1601.4977 1601.5717 2556.7202 2572.2497 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+� |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 608.1272 608.6904 1549.9296 1584.3724 
4 687.7003 688.2207 1630.4910 1663.4926 
5 787.1667 787.6336 1731.1928 1762.3928 
6 906.5264 906.9291 1852.0350 1881.0731 
7 1045.7794 1046.1071 1993.0173 2019.5334 
8 1204.9257 1205.1678 2154.1402 2177.7739 
9 1383.9652 1384.1110 2335.4034 2355.7943 
10 1582.8980 1582.9368 2536.8070 2553.5948 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+〉 |o-〉 |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 / / / / 
4 661.6609 662.1319 1602.6125 1637.3757 
5 761.1273 761.5448 1703.3142 1736.2759 
6 880.4870 880.8403 1824.1564 1854.9562 
7 1019.7400 1020.0183 1965.1388 1993.4166 
8 1178.8862 1179.0790 2126.2617 2151.6570 
9 1357.9258 1358.0222 2307.5249 2329.6775 
10 1556.8480 1556.8586 2508.9284 2527.4780 
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Table 11 Table of energy transitions and their relative intensities. 
Lower level/ cm"^  Upper level/ cm''' Transition/ cm'^  Relative Intensity 
542.8202 1417.4445 874.6243 2.7724E-304 
542.8202 1417.6538 874.8335 8.6407E-306 
542.1400 1417.4445 875.3045 0 
542.1400 1417.6538 875.5137 0 
1697.0710 2572.6508 875.5794 0 
821.1763 1697.0714 875.8951 5.2481 E-264 
820.6460 1697.0714 876.4254 3.07266E-05 
642.2331 1519.0509 876.8178 4.2164E-286 
641.6064 1519.0509 877.4445 1.06E-303 
582.5854 1464.9313 882.3459 1.5719E-297 
581.9266 1464.9313 883.0047 2.1865E-306 
— — - - — 一 ——.—•— — 
642.2331 1525.3524 883.1192 7.58555E-05 
641.6064 1525.3524 883.7459 6.5507E-264 
1485.0720 2371.2473 886.1756 0 
1697.0710 2587.1737 890.1023 0 
721.7634 1616.4796 894.7161 6.4972E-302 
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The relative intensities of different transitions were determined from the 
product of the transition dipole moments, the nuclear spin statistics and the 
Boltzmann's factor as shown in Section 3.5. In Figure 10，the overall 
rovibrational spectrum of NH3 at 300 K is shown in the bottom trace. The 
spectra due to each K stack are also shown in traces (a) to (h) for K-0 to 6， 
respectively. This calculated spectrum is consistent with the corresponding 
spectrum found in literature. The two tunneling subbands corresponding to 
r � 0 + � a n d 1 + � 0 — � a r e centered at 970 cm'i and 940 cm-i, respectively. 
They are close enough that the transitions appear as tunneling doublets. In 
Figure 11，the rovibrational spectrum of ND3 at 300 K is plotted. Due to 
different nuclear spin statistics for deuteron, different relative intensities 
exhibit in the spectrum. In addition, the smaller tunneling splitting as well 
as smaller rotational constants make the two subbands more compact. The 
rovibrational spectrum of ND3 at 10 K is shown in Figure 12. The spectrum is 
greatly simplified at low temperature due to low population of levels with 
high J. As we will discuss later, temperature in this range will be needed for 
experimental studies. 
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Figure 10 Rovibrational spectrum of NH3 at 300 K. The bottom spectrum is 
the overall spectrum. 
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Figure 11 Rovibrational spectrum of ND3 at 300 K. The bottom spectrum is 
the overall spectrum. 
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Figure 12 Rovibrational spectrum of ND3 at 10 K. The bottom spectrum is the 
overall spectrum. 
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4.3 Rovibrational spectrum in DC fields 
4.3.1 Localization of vibrational wavefunctions 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the presence of DC fields localizes the 
vibrational wavefunctions as a result of imposing asymmetry to the 
double-well potential. Applying the procedure outlined in Section 3.4，the 
vibrational wavefunctions in the presence of DC fields were calculated 
numerically. In the case of NH3, it was found that the localization of 
wavefunctions becomes significant when the field strength reaches 50 kV/cm, 
as shown in Figure 13. The energies of the four lowest vibrational levels with 
n^  = 0,1, 2, 3 calculated at different field strengths are shown in Figure 14. In 
our calculations, the effect due to polarizability was not taken into account. 
This effect is expected to be important at high fields. At E=50 kV/cm, the 
parity of vibrational wavefunctions no longer exists and therefore the parity 
selection relaxes to give rise to the non-zero transition probability between 
any pair of the four levels with four vibrational bands in the 10 fjm region. 
The situation remains for higher DC fields but the relative intensities are 
affected by the Boltzmann factor as well as the overlap between 
wavefunctions. The relative intensity of the vibrational bands is shown in 
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Figure 15. The same calculation for ND3 (Figure 16) reveals a similar pattern 
but the required field is much lower due to smaller zero-field tunneling 
splitting. 
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Figure 13 Wavefunction and probability density of different state at 50 kV/cm 
of NH3: vibrational wavefunction (a) at |0) (red solid line) and |l) (blue 
dash line)； (b) at |2�(pink solid line) and |3�(brown dash line)； Probability 
density at (c) at |0) (red solid line) and |l) (blue dash line)； (d) at |2�(pink 
solid line) and 3� (brown dash line). 
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Figure 14 The vibrational energy levels of NH3 at different strength of DC 
electric field. 
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Figure 15 Vibrational bands of NH3 at different strength of DC electric field: 
1 � — 1 2 � ( b l u e line)； |l)->|3) (red line)； |0)->|2) (cyan line) and |0)^|3) 
(green line) 
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Figure 16 Vibrational bands of ND3 at different strength of DC electric field: 
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4.3.2 Rovibrational energies and spectra 
The rovibrational energies were determined by the diagonalization of the 
Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. 3.2. All the calculations were performed 
numerically. For each vibrational level, the energies of K stacks were 
calculated at different intensities of field. At E=50 kV/cm and 200 kV/cm，the 
calculated rovibrational energies for 沿0 to 5 are listed in Table 12 to Table 
35，for NH3 and ND3 respectively. 
In considering the relative intensity of the rovibrational transitions 
between the four vibrational levels, we use the formulae discussed in Section 
3.5. The spectrum was calculated for T=10 K，which is the range planned for 
experimental studies. Figure 17 to Figure 20 show the spectra of NH3 and 
ND3 at different DC fields up to 200 kV/cm using parallel and perpendicular 
polarization. In the presence of electric fields, the nuclear spin statistics for 
Csv symmetry group was assumed. The validity of this assumption will be 
examined experimentally. The relative intensity of the two spectra appears to 
be quite different due to the difference in rotational constants and spin 
statistics. 
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Table 12 Rovibrational energy levels of NH3 at K^O at 50 kV/cm. (in 
wave number，cm'O 
J |o+) |o-) |r) |r) 
0 477.995 478.0662 1550.2650 1556.9850 
1 544.9841 545.4135 1605.0270 1611.1380 
2 596.2543 596.4585 1617.0050 1617.0850 
3 649.3105 649.3248 1774.6020 1793.0760 
4 725.4200 725.6104 1835.6810 1835.7020 
5 823.3697 823.6437 1892.9950 1912.7920 
6 941.8955 942.1922 2074.1850 2074.3220 
7 1080.6350 1080.9150 2192.5540 2210.6560 
8 1239.4420 1239.6750 2373.1140 2389.0180 
9 1418.2440 1418.4100 2574.0090 2587.0710 
10 1441.4370 1446.1660 2795.1750 2804.8430 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+� |o-> |r> |r) 
= = = = = ^ . • . - J = = = = • • • ===!=======g===4==s=====s=rs====as=s===!==s=!,-- ！" •-- • = = 
0 / / / / 
1 514.4546 514.7154 1598.2660 1606.6120 
2 579.2368 579.3288 1613.2660 1613.340 
3 642.7616 642.8266 1770.2950 1789.2570 
4 720.9917 721.1979 1831.9420 1831.9690 
5 819.3656 819.6438 1888.8640 1909.0050 
6 938.0360 938.3318 2070.4500 2070.5930 
7 1076.8380 1077.1140 2188.5350 2206.8940 
8 1235.6760 1235.9050 2369.1120 2385.2620 
9 1414.4950 1414.6560 2570.0180 2583.3190 
10 1469.5090 1484.5710 2791.1890 2801.0950 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+> |o 力 |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 553.4918 553.9094 1602.0490 1602.1050 
3 625.8160 626.0241 1757.3450 1777.8240 
4 707.8198 708.0724 1820.7240 1820.770 
5 807.3624 807.6523 1876.4580 1897.6560 
6 926.4590 926.7518 2059.2420 2059.4050 
7 1065.4480 1065.7140 2176.4720 2195.6120 
8 1224.3790 1224.5930 2357.1070 2373.9970 
9 1403.2490 1403.3930 2558.0430 2572.0660 
10 1502.7680 1526.8610 2779.2310 2789.8520 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |0+) |o-� |r) |r> 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 599.7678 600.2293 1735.6700 1758.850 
4 686.1103 686.4372 1802.0270 1802.1040 
5 787.3858 787.6922 1855.7410 1878.7750 
6 907.1694 907.4552 2040.5640 2040.7590 
7 1046.4660 1046.7140 2156.3570 2176.8190 
8 1205.5500 1205.7410 2337.0900 2355.2280 
9 1384.5040 1384.6200 2538.0800 2553.3160 
10 1545.6440 1574.9040 2759.2970 2771.1160 
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Table 16 Rovibrational energy levels of NHs at K=4 at 50 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm'O 
J |o+) |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 / / / / 
4 656.0714 656.4944 1775.8510 1775.9730 
5 759.4728 759.7960 1826.6460 1852.4130 
6 880.1749 880.4468 2014.4130 2014.6540 
7 1019.8940 1020.1140 2128.1710 2150.5290 
8 1179.1920 1179.3470 2309.0520 2328.9650 
9 1358.2630 1358.3390 2510.1210 2527.0750 
10 1557.1630 1557.1800 2731.3830 2744.8910 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+� |o-� |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 / / / / 
4 / / / / 
5 723.6676 723.9998 1789.0660 1818.6460 
6 845.4860 845.7327 1980.7910 1981.0910 
7 985.7365 985.9151 2091.8880 2116.7670 
8 1145.3050 1145.4110 2272.9770 2295.2230 
9 1324.5250 1324.5480 2474.1570 2493.3520 
10 1523.4560 1523.5290 2695.4830 2711.1850 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+> |o-) |r) |r) 
0 278.9479 278.9489 1533.2680 1551.2620 
1 427.5871 427.6525 1626.3300 1626.3810 
2 563.6366 563.9931 1643.8310 1655.2540 
3 684.9271 685.0695 1815.4650 1819.4480 
4 785.3577 785.5015 1843.1440 1843.1760 
5 868.6352 868.7093 1920.9900 1930.2760 
6 970.9174 970.9740 2080.2960 2080.3280 
7 1101.1310 1101.2510 2211.7910 2218.2030 
8 1254.7630 1254.8800 2390.3130 2393.7690 
9 1285.4000 1285.5160 2589.2440 2590.3150 
10 1416.2120 1421.7150 2807.7590 2808.1480 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+� |o-� |r) |r) 
0 I I I I 
1 355.1903 355.1996 1599.005 1603.8340 
2 498.4462 498.6381 1622.2930 1622.3430 
3 628.9166 629.1653 1802.8630 1809.0500 
4 745.1519 745.3155 1839.2090 1839.2400 
5 851.0126 851.0555 1914.5760 1924.3320 
6 963.4478 963.5198 2076.4240 2076.4560 
7 1095.8790 1096.0020 2207.3610 2213.7210 
8 1250.2260 1250.3410 2386.1200 2389.5070 
9 1353.5140 1354.4430 2585.1750 2586.1800 
10 355.1903 355.1996 1599.0050 1603.8340 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+> |o-� |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 430.4896 430.526 1610.1860 1610.2300 
3 570.0931 570.4022 1775.3050 1785.6120 
4 698.9096 698.9406 1827.4050 1827.4340 
5 819.7996 819.8527 1896.2350 1907.0290 
6 943.0934 943.2021 2064.8090 2064.8420 
7 1080.3080 1080.4370 2194.1180 2200.2610 
8 1236.6460 1236.7550 2373.5620 2376.7080 
9 1413.2390 1413.3140 2572.9820 2573.7670 
10 1430.4896 1430.5260 1610.1860 1610.2300 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+) |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 I I I / 
3 506.5926 506.6777 1737.2270 1751.0120 
4 645.6425 645.9529 1807.7340 1807.7610 
5 778.4267 778.6068 1867.4530 1878.8860 
6 911.7154 911.8647 2045.4500 2045.4880 
7 1054.8180 1054.9480 2172.2050 2177.7790 
8 1214.1090 1214.2080 2352.7120 2355.3300 
9 1392.2240 1392.2880 2552.7070 2553.0420 
10 1486.7060 1494.5740 2771.1960 2772.2460 
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Table 22 Rovibrational energy levels of NH3 at K=4 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number，crn'O 
J |o+> |o-� |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 I I I I 
3 / / / / 
4 585.6232 585.7577 1780.2000 1780.2270 
5 728.2472 728.4543 1830.1250 1839.7140 
6 870.5082 870.6683 2018.3500 2018.3950 
7 1019.8420 1019.9600 2141.8850 2146.1590 
8 1182.7390 1182.8200 2323.6960 2325.2910 
9 1362.8540 1362.9040 2523.9460 2524.4260 
10 1556.7870 1561.7900 2742.6800 2744.4140 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+) |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 / / / / 
4 / / / / 
5 669.8329 669.9860 1786.9100 1787.9240 
6 820.2291 820.3181 1983.5090 1983.5690 
7 975.7695 975.8520 2103.5700 2105.1550 
8 1142.6720 1142.7290 2286.4430 2286.7200 
9 1325.1730 1325.2090 2486.3830 2488.2560 
10 1525.5280 1525.5540 2705.9070 2708.7530 
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Table 24 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 沿 0 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number，cm i) 
J |o+) |0] |r) |r) 
0 469.3992 469.4095 1323.5610 1325.5350 
1 520.4724 520.7780 1435.7760 1436.8770 
2 564.5343 564.5453 1456.7290 1459.1120 
3 598.6149 598.8347 1523.3130 1527.8180 
4 633.5957 633.9406 1550.5990 1561.0110 
5 681.7650 681.9863 1586.3860 1595.2880 
6 741.8822 741.8933 1639.1680 1640.6740 
7 812.6792 812.9623 1697.5220 1702.9550 
8 894.0677 894.6460 1765.6540 1776.6350 
9 985.9090 986.8029 1844.8780 1860.1080 
10 469.3992 469.4095 1323.5610 1325.5350 
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Table 29 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wavenumber, cm"0 
J 丨0+� |o-� |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 494.881 494.9527 1320.3680 1322.3480 
2 543.4111 543.8732 1453.5410 1455.7270 
3 586.2430 586.6208 1496.6030 1516.0790 
4 628.1919 628.5352 1538.9650 1552.5620 
5 677.9578 678.1546 1582.3000 1590.3990 
6 738.4123 738.4448 1635.9350 1636.7310 
7 809.3459 809.6463 1693.9090 1699.8220 
8 890.7993 891.3915 1762.2030 1773.5150 
9 982.6753 983.5804 1841.5170 1856.9850 
10 1084.9170 1086.1570 1931.6950 1950.3070 
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Table 26 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wavenumber, cm'i) 
J |0+> |o-� |r> |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 517.9940 518.2143 1310.7880 1312.7890 
3 566.6887 566.9987 1472.9920 1485.2170 
4 614.2226 614.4831 1524.3620 1533.2560 
5 666.6713 666.7845 1571.5530 1576.2140 
6 728.0142 728.1144 1624.8620 1626.3630 
7 799.3481 799.7015 1683.0430 1690.4540 
8 880.9945 881.6287 1751.8370 1764.1650 
9 972.9742 973.9135 1831.4280 1847.6190 
10 1075.2760 1076.5440 1921.7690 1940.9240 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+> |o-� |r> |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 540.4049 540.8368 1428.0390 1430.4750 
4 592.7638 592.7802 1490.9580 1510.0010 
5 648.0824 648.1422 1552.1410 1555.6730 
6 710.7186 710.9424 1604.8490 1610.7720 
7 782.6908 783.1370 1664.8260 1674.9420 
8 864.6540 865.3605 1734.5120 1748.6210 
9 956.8058 957.8030 1814.5890 1832.0280 
10 1059.2080 1060.5240 1905.2120 1925.2950 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+� |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 / / / / 
4 563.7870 564.4506 1405.7240 1408.2030 
5 622.2303 622.6027 1511.3350 1535.9980 
6 686.5648 686.9854 1575.9870 1589.6310 
7 759.3818 759.9676 1639.0450 1653.4390 
8 841.7794 842.5915 1710.1430 1726.9440 
9 934.1702 935.2509 1790.9610 1810.2420 
10 1036.7120 1038.0960 1882.0040 1903.4370 
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Table 29 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wavenumber, cm'O 
J |o+> |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 / / / / 
4 589.3554 590.2555 1377.0340 1379.5670 
5 655.5927 656.3086 1534.8290 1563.6440 
6 729.4299 730.2121 1605.2070 1626.1810 
7 812.3722 813.3280 1678.5770 1699.2270 
8 905.0675 906.2595 1760.4800 1782.3020 
9 1007.7900 1009.2630 1852.1140 1875.3720 
10 589.3554 590.2555 1377.0340 1379.5670 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+> |o-� |r) |r) 
0 131.5387 131.5387 1021.7500 1021.7780 
1 241.5140 241.5166 1094.8220 1094.8670 
2 345.4606 345.4776 1118.7020 1119.1910 
3 442.7481 442.8262 1214.7980 1215.2080 
4 532.5147 532.6075 1293.1870 1293.9140 
5 613.1073 613.2480 1345.7340 1346.5220 
6 680.9713 681.1537 1429.0830 1429.2910 
7 737.9792 737.9852 1484.8370 1485.1310 
8 805.1573 805.4354 1554.9140 1555.3450 
9 888.8296 889.2058 1639.8290 1640.2190 
10 919.0145 919.0148 1738.0170 1738.0520 
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Table 31 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at K=1 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number，cm'O 
J |o+> |o-) |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 313.2031 313.2031 1315.9641 1316.0173 
2 419.6629 419.6759 1334.0992 1334.6912 
3 519.7803 520.0093 1465.1733 1466.2011 
4 613.0841 613.3682 1493.6174 1508.9022 
5 698.6074 698.9383 1585.7735 1586.0762 
6 775.6466 775.8292 1661.5426 1662.1241 
7 846.6156 846.7778 1727.4564 1733.5132 
8 921.0921 921.5743 1793.0673 1802.1113 
9 1006.7540 1007.2732 1870.0022 1876.0732 
10 1104.5920 1104.8641 1960.3591 1960.4191 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+) |o-) |r) |r> 
0 I I I I 
1 / / / / 
2 364.1762 364.1771 1323.5971 1324.2419 
3 468.2735 468.3348 1451.1182 1454.9598 
4 566.0425 566.4617 1456.0223 1457.7977 
5 657.5625 657.7211 1535.5982 1552.3866 
6 742.4561 742.6337 1620.3751 1632.2345 
7 822.8381 823.2076 1697.9892 1708.7144 
8 904.4631 904.9895 1774.1423 1783.3043 
9 993.5426 994.0172 1856.6072 1861.2592 
10 1092.9172 1093.1212 1947.6371 1949.0271 
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Table 33 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at K '^d at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wavenumber, cm'O 
J |o+> |o-� |r) |r) 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 412.4074 412.4137 1403.5981 1404.6993 
4 514.7746 514.9563 1437.9412 1439.0624 
5 611.4226 611.8882 1490.063 1502.4793 
6 702.9081 703.3892 1581.7242 1590.3492 
7 790.7652 791.2743 1664.4072 1673.9081 
8 878.8356 879.3434 1748.0211 1754.4462 
9 971.9853 972.3555 1835.4842 1837.1363 
10 1073.577 1073.655 1926.5743 1930.2794 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+� |o-) |r) |r) 
=•_•• •———二卜—•-——_• - _ I _• _ _ • _ i-^  • ——~ 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 I I I I 
3 / / / / 
4 458.5311 458.5581 1414.1311 1415.3251 
5 560.1059 560.4856 1443.6752 1446.4972 
6 657.3844 657.6312 1556.8923 1558.3873 
7 751.3847 751.7612 1627.0084 1629.5424 
8 845.1551 845.4917 1715.6413 1716.4745 
9 942.4942 942.6647 1804.0382 1807.4014 
10 1046.5982 1046.7112 1897.3541 1904.3753 
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Table 32 Rovibrational energy levels of ND3 at 反 =2 at 200 kV/cm. (in 
wave number, cm O 
J |o+> |(r� |r) |r> 
0 / / / / 
1 / / / / 
2 / / / / 
3 / / / / 
4 / / / / 
5 503.2721 503.3527 1383.5422 1384.8171 
6 605.3227 605.9263 1526.8511 1528.3832 
7 705.0212 705.1852 1570.8142 1590.0434 
8 803.9476 804.1221 1680.3534 1682.0781 
9 905.2678 905.4143 1762.4592 1772.5272 
10 1012.094 1012.461 1860.3061 1871.3472 
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Figure 17 Part of the rovibrational spectrum of NH3 at T二 10 K and at E=200 
kV/cm for the transition \v'TKM) r KM) (Parallel Polarization). The 
bottom spectrum is the overall spectrum. 
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Figure 18 Part of the rovibrational spectrum of NHs at T=10 K and at E二200 
kV/cm for the transition |iy J’ 碰-1�—丨1//” 咖〉(Perpendicular 
Polarization). The bottom spectrum is the overall spectrum. 
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Figure 19 Part of the rovibrational spectrum of ND3 at T=10 K and at E二200 
kV/cm for the transition J’ 碰〉 | t y v ” 0 / � ( P a r a l l e l Polarization). The 
bottom spectrum is the overall spectrum. 
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Figure 20 Part of the rovibrational spectrum of ND3 at T=10 K and at E二200 
kV/cm for the transition |t;’ J， 0 / - 1 � | t / V ” A : M � (Perpendicular 
Polarization). The bottom spectrum is the overall spectrum. 
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4.4 Discussion 
The calculations discussed in this thesis outline a general approach to 
study the tunneling dynamics of molecules in electric fields from the first 
principles. While a number of approximations have been used in the process, 
it is little doubt that the results provide a pilot study to predict 
semi-quantitatively the experimental observations. While our theoretical 
framework is established for symmetric bending, it can also be applied to 
symmetric stretching which also exhibits small tunneling splitting due to the 
small mixing of the two local modes to form symmetry adapted normal modes. 
Experimental studies of the symmetric stretching will be more feasible as 
much lower electric field strength is required as a result of smaller tunneling 
splitting. 
The effect of polarization has been neglected in our calculation. In the 
presence of electric fields, an induced dipole moment will be produced due to 
the polarization of charge distribution in the molecule. The Stark energy of 
this induced dipole moment will be proportional to the square of the applied 
field. This effect may not be important at low fields. It will become significant 
at high fields. While the evaluation of this effect is not easy, it will be 
interesting to see how the spectrum is affected. 
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The basic idea of this study is to align the molecules in the electric field 
and thus to quench the tunneling motion as a result of great difference in 
Stark energy. It should be noted that this condition relies not only on strong 
electric fields but also a collision-free environment. Collisions will inevitably 
wash out the orientation imposed by the electric fields. Supersonic molecular 
beams provide a collision-free low temperature environment at a few K that 
is ideal for this experiment. As discussed in Section 4.2, the rovibrational 
spectrum is greatly simplified at low temperature. Similar experiments have 
been reported on HF dimers. It undergoes a gear type motion in which the 
bridged hydrogen and the end hydrogen are exchanged. The resultant dipole 
moment of the dimer reverses orientation like NH3. It has been reported by 
Bemish，Chan，and Miller (49) that the band-origins of the two K-0 
sub-bands merged at a field of about 150 kV/cm. However, complication arose 
for HF dimers due to the formation of pendular states at such high field. As a 
result, quantitative understanding of the spectrum has yet to accomplish. 
The experimental studies of NH3 and ND3 will no doubt shed some lights on 
understanding the case of HF dimers. 
The effects of DC fields on the nuclear spin statistics will be interesting. 
Since the presence of DC fields removes the parity of the system, the 
corresponding molecular symmetry group as well as nuclear spin statistics 
will be changed accordingly. Nevertheless, tunneling has not been completely 
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quenched except very high applied fields, how the nuclear spin statistics 
changes with the fields will be interesting to study. This effect will be shown 
in the relatively intensity of rovibrational spectrum. 
The next step of our study is to attempt the experiments to verify our 
theoretical framework. The preparation of the experiments is underway. 
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